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The strongest Will win over the weak
The poverty existed for countries, but in reality we don’t know what’s when we watch on TV the images of children, who are starving. We feel powerless but rich in our heart.

To help them.
The poverty is not only luck of food
The POWERFUL people talk but THEY DO NOTHING TO HELP THE poor countries

BLA BLA BLA
The war always hits the poorest Countries.
Poverty is equal to economic hardship
The poverty causes inequalities
Because of the poverty there's so much exploitation FOR POOR CHILDREN
The poverty denies the right to study
Poverty leads to submisions.
POVERTY LEADS TO CRIME
“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.”

- Nelson Mandela
Poverty is ...... humility
ELIMINATE POVERTY

SENDING FUNDS TO THE POOREST COUNTRIES
CREATE JOBS IN THE UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES
Listen to pope’s messages peace
TRYING TO BE TOO